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PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To carry out satisfactory image formation by setting

optimum conditions for image formation with respect to an intermediate transfer

body unit replacing an old one.

SOLUTION: In this image forming device, a memory 25 stored with at least the

conditions of the assembling of an intermediate transfer body unit 5 is

provided on a stay 24 of the intermediate transfer body unit 5, and the

conditions for image formation are altered by fetching information on the

conditions for the assembly of the intermediate transfer body unit 5 stored in

the memory 25 into a controller 26 of the main body of the device. Thus,

optimum conditions for the image formation with respect to the new intermediate

transfer body unit 5 replacing the old one are set, and the satisfactory image
formation is carried out.
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* NOTICES *

JPO and INPIT are not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

1 .This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original precisely.

2 **** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.In the drawings, any words are not translated.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Field of the Invention] This invention relates to image formation equipment equipped with the medium imprint object

which imprints secondarily the toner image which was applied to image formation equipments which perform image

formation using an electrophotography method, such as a copying machine and a printer, especially was once primarily

imprinted from image support to imprint material. \

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] The toner image formed on the electrophotography photo conductor (henceforth a

photoconductor drum) of the rotating-drum mold as image support is made to once imprint primarily on a medium
imprint object. The image formation equipment of the method which imprints secondarily the toner image imprinted by

this medium imprint object by the secondary imprint member to imprint material, and performs image formation It is

effective as the color picture formation equipment which outputs the image formation object which carried out the

laminating imprint of two or more component color images of color picture information or multi-colored picture image

information one by one, and carried out the synthetic rendering of a color picture or the multi-colored picture image,

multi-colored picture image formation equipment, or image formation equipment equipped with a color picture

formation function or multi-colored picture image formation.

[0003] With the conventional image formation equipment which has the above-mentioned medium imprint object,

when the activity life of medium imprint objects, such as a medium imprint belt, was judged, the activity life of a

medium imprint object was checked from degradation of the image itself obtained.

[0004] Moreover, with the conventional image formation equipment which has a medium imprint object, the function

recognize the assembly terms and conditions (for example, the belt construction material of a medium imprint belt, the

rotation period of a medium imprint belt, the tension of a medium imprint belt, etc.) of the medium imprint object unit

"whichfestablished medium imprint objects, such as a medium imprint beltTHytKe'Body side of equipment with which a

medium imprint object unit is equipped is not prepared.

[0005]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] When the function to recognize the assembly terms and conditions (the belt

construction material of a medium imprint belt, the rotation period of a medium imprint belt, tension of a medium
imprint belt, etc.) of a medium imprint object unit to have described above by the body side of equipment is not

prepared, it becomes the print conditioning by the side of a body of equipment which suits various conditions of a

medium imprint object unit. For this reason, optimal print conditioning according to the exchanged medium imprint .

object unit was not able to be performed.

[0006] Moreover, in the activity life symptom (symptom of the degradation life of image quality) of a unit which

requires exchange of the medium imprint object unit which established medium imprint objects, such as a medium
imprint belt, as described above, if only a medium imprint object unit is exchanged, the engine performance of

equipment original cannot necessarily be recovered from balance with the exchange members (a process cartridge, an

imprint roller, fixing assembly, etc.) of others which are prepared in the body of equipment. For this reason, the above-

mentioned activity life symptom (symptom of the degradation life of image quality) was inadequate for checking the

rule of thumb of the activity life of a medium imprint object unit simple substance.

[0007] Then, as this invention can perform optimal print conditioning to the exchanged medium imprint object unit, it

http://www4.ipdl.inpit.go.jp/cgi-bin/tran_web_cgi_ejje 8/25/2007
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aims at offering the image formation equipment which can obtain a good image.

[0008] Moreover, this invention aims at offering the image formation equipment which can detect the activity life of a

medium imprint object easily, without checking the activity life of a medium imprint object from degradation of the

image itself.

[0009]

[Means for Solving the Problem] In order to solve the above-mentioned technical problem, this invention imprints

primarily the toner image formed on image support on the medium imprint object established by the medium imprint

object unit in the primary imprint section. In the image formation equipment which imprints the toner image on this

medium imprint object secondarily to imprint material in the secondary imprint section, and performs image formation

The control means which is prepared in the body side of equipment of said image formation equipment, and controls

image formation actuation, The storage means which memorized the assembly condition of this medium imprint object

unit at least to said medium imprint object unit which can be freely detached and attached on said body of equipment is

established. Said control unit It is characterized by incorporating the assembly-condition information on said medium
imprint object unit memorized for said storage means, and changing image formation conditions.

r
[0010] Moreover, said medium imprint object is the medium imprint belt of the shape of endless [ which was laid with

two or more rollers ], and is characterized by having the information about the distance between two or more rollers

which lay the belt construction material of said medium imprint belt, a belt revolution period, and said medium imprint

Ibelt
at least as an assembly condition of said medium imprint object unit.

[001 1] Moreover, it is characterized by for said storage means memorizing the operating time of said medium imprint

object, and the count of actuation, and for said control unit incorporating the operating time of said medium imprint

object memorized for said storage means, and the count information of actuation, and detecting the life of said medium
imprint object.

[0012] (Operation) According to the configuration of this invention, image formation conditions can be changed for

every medium imprint object unit which incorporated and exchanged the assembly-condition information on the

medium imprint object unit memorized for the storage means formed in the medium imprint object unit for the control

means prepared in the body side of equipment.

[0013]

[Embodiment of the Invention] Hereafter, the gestalt of operation of this invention is explained along with a drawing.

[0014] Drawing 1 is drawing of longitudinal section showing the outline configuration of the image formation

equipment (four colors equipped with the medium imprint object unit with the gestalt of this operation full color laser

beam printer) concerning the gestalt of operation of this invention.

[0015] The image formation equipment A shown in this drawing is equipped with the photoconductor drum 1 as image

support. Revolution actuation of the photoconductor drum 1 is carried out by the driving means (un-illustrating) in the

arrow-head Rl direction.

[0016] Around a photoconductor drum 1 A toner is made to adhere to the electrification equipment 2 charged in

homogeneity in photoconductor drum 1 front face, the aligner 3 which irradiates a laser beam based on image

information, and forms an electrostatic latent image on a photoconductor drum 1, and an electrostatic latent image. As a

toner image The cleaning equipment 6 grade which removes the transfer residual toner which remained in the medium
imprint object unit 5 which imprints the developer 4 to develop and the toner, image once primarily imprinted from the

photoconductor drum 1 secondarily to imprint material, and photoconductor drum 1 front face after a primary imprint is

arranged.

[0017] A photoconductor drum 1, electrification equipment 2, and cleaning equipment 6 form the process cartridge B
cartridge-ized in one, and have become the body 13 of equipment with the removable thing. Moreover, a drawer is free

also for the medium imprint object unit 5 from the body 13 of equipment, and the medium imprint object unit 5 can be

exchanged.

[0018] In the body 13 of equipment, blowdown roller pair 9a which discharges the imprint material S fixed to

********** 7 conveyed while turning and feeding the medium imprint object unit 5 side with the imprint material S,

such as a form, the anchorage device 8 which fixes a toner image to the imprint material S after a secondary imprint,

and the toner image to a paper output tray 10, blowdown belt 9b, etc. are arranged.

[0019] Revolution actuation of the photoconductor drum 1 is carried out in the arrow-head Rl direction by applying an

organic photoconduction body whorl (OPC photo conductor), being constituted, and the both ends' being supported by

http://www4.ipdl.inpit.go.jp/cgi-bin/tran_web_cgi_ejje 8/25/2007
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supporter material free [ a revolution ], and transmitting the driving force from a driving means (un-illustrating) to the

peripheral face of an aluminum cylinder with a diameter of about 47mm at one edge.

[0020] The thing of a contact electrification method can be used for electrification equipment 2. In this case, an

electrification member is the conductive roller formed in the shape of a roller, and it electrifies photoconductor drum 1

front face uniformly by impressing electrification bias voltage to this roller according to a power source (un-

illustrating) while making this roller contact photoconductor drum 1 front face.

[0021] An aligner 3 has polygon mirror 3 a, and the image light corresponding to a picture signal is irradiated by this

polygon mirror 3a from laser diode (un-illustrating). By the scanner motor (un-illustrating), polygon mirror 3a rotates

at high speed, exposes selectively photoconductor drum 1 front face [ finishing / light / which was reflected / image /

electrification / through image formation lens 3b, reflective mirror 3c, etc. ], and forms an electrostatic latent image.

[0022] a developer 4 — a core [d / of shafts / 4 ] — deduction — it has pivotable body-of-revolution 4A and four

development counters carried in this, i.e., yellow, a Magenta, cyanogen, the development counters 4Y, 4M, and 4C that

contained the toner of each color of black, respectively, and 4Bk.

[0023] At the time of the development of the electrostatic latent image on a photoconductor drum 1, the predetermined

development counter of a color which should adhere to the electrostatic latent image is arranged in a development

location. That is, it stops at the development location which countered the photoconductor drum 1 by the deduction

revolution of body-of-revolution 4A, and a predetermined development counter develops the electrostatic latent image

on a photoconductor drum 1, after being positioned so that development sleeve 4b of the development counter may
counter with a minute gap (about 300 micrometers) to a photoconductor drum 1 further.

[0024] This development is performed as follows. The toner in the container of the development counter corresponding

to the color to develop is sent into spreading roller 4a according to a delivery device, by rotating spreading roller 4a and

toner readjustment blade 4c, thin layer spreading of the toner is carried out at the periphery of rotating development

sleeve 4b, and a TONAHE charge is given (frictional electrification). By impressing development bias between this

development sleeve 4b and the photoconductor drum 1 in which the electrostatic latent image was formed, a toner

image is made to adhere to an electrostatic latent image, and negatives are developed as a toner image.

[0025] Moreover, when each development counter has been arranged in the development location, it connects with

each high voltage power supply for color development (un-illustrating) prepared in the body 13 of equipment, and an

electrical potential difference is selectively impressed to development sleeve 4b of each development counters 4Y, 4M,

and 4C and 4Bk for every development of each color. In addition, body-of-revolution 4A is constituted removable to

the body 13 of equipment, respectively individually [ each development counters 4Y, 4M, and 4C and 4Bk ] to body-

of-revolution 4A.

[0026] The medium imprint object unit 5 imprints collectively two or more toner images which each color sequential

imprinted primarily and were put on it from the photoconductor drum 1 secondarily to the imprint material S. The

medium imprint object unit 5 is equipped with medium imprint belt 5a of the shape of an endless belt it runs in the

arrow-head R5 direction.

[0027] Medium imprint belt 5a is about 440mm in circumference, and is laid by driving roller 5b, secondary imprint

opposite roller 5c, and follower roller (tension roller) 5d.

[0028] Moreover, a medium imprint object unit 5 equips with primary imprint roller (presser-foot roller) 5g which

retreats so that secondary imprint roller 5n which imprints secondarily the toner image primarily imprinted by medium

imprint belt 5a to the imprint material S, the location which approaches follower roller 5d and presses medium imprint

belt 5a to a photoconductor drum 1, and the location where medium imprint belt 5a separates from a photoconductor

drum 1 may be taken.

[0029] Cleaning YUTTO 5e which can attach and detach is prepared in the predetermined location of the outside of

medium imprint belt 5a to medium imprint belt 5a, and the transfer residual toner which bundled up to the imprint

material S and remained after the secondary imprint is removed. Cleaning unit 5e makes electrification roller 5f contact

medium imprint belt 5a, and gives the charge of the time of an imprint, and reversed polarity to a toner. A
photoconductor drum 1 adheres to the toner to which the charge of reversed polarity was given electrostatic, and it is

recovered after that by the cleaning equipment 6 for photoconductor drum 1 . In addition, as the cleaning approach of

medium imprint belt 5a, mechanical approaches, such as not only above-mentioned electrostatic cleaning but a blade

and a fur brush, the thing which used these together may be used.

[0030] Cleaning equipment 6 removes the so-called transfer residual toner which remained in photoconductor drum 1
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front face without imprinting primarily, after the toner developed on the photoconductor drum 1 by the developer 4 is

primarily imprinted by medium imprint belt 5a. With the cleaning equipment 6 of this drawing, the transfer residual

toner is accumulated in the cleaning container 1 1

.

[0031] The imprint material S of two or more sheets was contained, and the supply feed device 7 is equipped with sheet

paper cassette 7a with which the lower part of the body 13 of equipment is loaded, feeds the imprint nip between

medium imprint belt 5a and secondary imprint roller 5n (secondary imprint section) with the imprint material S, and

conveys the imprint material S after a secondary imprint to an anchorage device 8 by the conveyance belt 12.

[0032] At the time of image formation, pickup roller (halfmoon roller) 7e of a supply feed device 7, While feed roller

7f, retard roller 7g, and conveyance roller pair 7b carry out an actuation revolution according to image formation

actuation and carry out the separation feed of every one imprint material S in sheet paper cassette 7a It guides by guide

plate 7c, an image beginning location and a synchronization are taken by 7d of resist roller pairs, and medium imprint

belt 5a and the imprint nip between secondary imprint roller 5n (secondary imprint section) are fed.

[0033] An anchorage device 8 fixes two or more toner images secondarily imprinted by the imprint material S, and is

equipped with heating roller 8b which carries out an actuation revolution, and application-of-pressure roller 8a which
carries out a pressure welding to this and impresses heat and a pressure to the imprint material S. That is, heat and a

pressure are impressed to it by application-of-pressure roller 8b while it is conveyed by heating roller 8a, in case the

imprint material S which passed secondary imprint roller 5n which carries out the package imprint of the toner on

medium imprint belt 5a is conveyed by the conveyance belt 12 and passes an anchorage device 8. Thereby, an imprint

material front face is fixed to the toner image of two or more colors.

[0034] Next, image formation actuation of the image formation equipment A of the above-mentioned configuration is

explained.

[0035] First, while rotating a photoconductor drum 1 in the arrow-head Rl direction synchronizing with the revolution

ofmedium imprint belt 5a and charging this photoconductor drum 1 front face in homogeneity with electrification

equipment 2, with an aligner 3, the optical exposure of a black image is performed and the electrostatic latent image of

black is formed on a photoconductor drum 1 . A developer 4 is driven to this electrostatic latent-image formation and

coincidence, and development counter 4Bk of black is arranged in a development location, and impress the high

voltage bias of same electric potential mostly by the electrification polarity of a photoconductor drum 1, and like-pole

nature, the toner of black is made to adhere to an electrostatic latent image, and negatives are developed so that a black

toner may adhere to the electrostatic latent image on a photoconductor drum 1 . And the high voltage bias of a toner and

reversed polarity is impressed to primary imprint roller (presser-foot roller) 5g, and the toner image of the black on a

photoconductor drum 1 is primarily imprinted on medium imprint belt 5a.

[0036] After the primary imprint of a black toner image is completed as mentioned above, the following development

counter rotates and it is positioned in the development location which counters a photoconductor drum 1, and like the

case of black, about each color of a Magenta, cyanogen, and yellow, formation of an electrostatic latent image,

development, and a primary imprint are performed one by one, and the toner image of four colors is piled up on

medium imprint belt 5 a.

[0037] In the meantime, it estranges with medium imprint belt 5a, and is in a non-contact condition, and also

electrification roller 5f of cleaning unit 5e, it estranges with medium imprint belt 5a, and secondary imprint roller 5n is

in a non-contact condition. And the pressure welding of the secondary imprint roller 5n is carried out to medium
imprint belt 5a after toner image formation completion of four colors on medium imprint belt 5a, and the imprint

material S which was standing by by 7d of resist roller pairs further synchronizing with the revolution of medium
imprint belt 5a is sent out.

[0038] Thus, after the imprint material S which bundled up and was secondarily imprinted in the toner image is

conveyed by the conveyance belt 12, results in an anchorage device 8 and is established in a toner image here, it is

discharged by delivery roller pair 9a and delivery belt 9b to a paper output tray 10, and completes image formation by

them.

[0039] Next, the configuration of the above-mentioned medium imprint object unit 5 is explained to a detail. The

outline side elevation in which drawing 2 shows a medium imprint unit, and drawing 3 are the perspective views

showing a medium imprint unit.

[0040] It is supported to revolve by bearings 21, 22, and 23 pivotable, respectively driving roller 5b which laid medium

imprint belt 5a, secondary imprint opposite roller 5c, and follower roller 5d, and bearings 21, 22, and 23 are supported
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by the both-sides plate 20 combined by stay 24.

P[0041] bearings 21, 22, and 23 are positioned with a sufficient precision by the both-sides plate 20, and the

(circumference of medium imprint belt 5a laid by each bearings 21, 22, and 23 laps, without the primary imprint image

imprinted repeatedly shifting in the revolution nonuniformity of a photoconductor drum 1 , and the revolution

nonuniformity of medium imprint belt 5a ~ as — the periphery length of a photoconductor drum 1 — it is an integral

multiple mostly. Thus, as medium imprint belt 5a laid by each bearings 21, 22, and 23, the tension of the predetermined

j

range required for a revolution must be given, and the tension differs a little every medium imprint object unit 5

exchanged. Moreover, belt periods differ a little every medium imprint object unit 5 from the difference in tension, or

the precision of a medium imprint belt 5a simple substance.

[0042] For this reason, the memory 25 the assembly condition of the medium imprint object unit 5, the operating time

ofmedium imprint belt 5a, the count of actuation, etc. are remembered to be is formed in stay 24, and he reads such

, information memorized by memory 25 with the control unit (CPU) 26 by the side of the body 13 of equipment, and is

trying to change the print conditioning by the difference in the assembly condition of the medium imprint object unit 5

<L
etc. in this invention, as shown in drawing 3 .

[0043] For example, when assembling medium imprint belt 5a and it assembles so that tension may be dedicated to the

predetermined range, the distance between each bearings 21 and 22 which lay medium imprint belt 5 a, and 23 is

assembled in a predetermined error range every medium imprint object unit 5. And the distance information from the

top signal location of image formation to a primary imprint location is read with the control unit (CPU) 26 by the side

of the body 13 of equipment, and it is made to change timing of the above-mentioned image formation by memorizing

each bearings 21 and 22 and the distance information between 23 in memory 25 every medium imprint object unit 5.

[0044] Therefore, also when including the new medium imprint object unit 5 in the body 13 of equipment by exchange

etc., based on the assembly information on the medium imprint object unit 5 inputted from memory 25, a control unit

(CPU) 26 can perform control to which it is not based on the exchanged medium imprint object unit 5, but the head

location at the time of a primary imprint becomes the same.

[0045] Moreover, you may make it a control unit (CPU) 26 control the feed timing to the secondary imprint section of

the imprint material P instead of image formation timing based on the information inputted from memory 25.

[0046] Furthermore, when the operating time and the count of actuation of medium imprint belt 5a are memorized by

memory 25, a control unit (CPU) 26 can read such information memorized by memory 25, and can detect the life of

medium imprint belt 5a correctly and easily.

[0047]

[Effect of the Invention] As explained above, according to invention of claim 1 and two publications, by incorporating

to the control means which prepared the assembly-condition information on the medium imprint object unit memorized

for the storage means formed in the medium imprint object unit in the body side of equipment, and changing image

formation conditions, the optimal image-formation conditions can be set up to the exchanged medium imprint object

unit, and good image formation can be performed.

[0048] Moreover, according to invention according to claim 3, the life of a medium imprint object is easily [ correctly

and ] detectable.

[Translation done.]
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